
Netrust has been supporting Singpass integration since its inception, initially with 
Netrust Authentication Module (NAM) and subsequently with Singpass 
Authentication Module (SAM) when new Singpass interface specifications were 
introduced. To date, most of the government agencies are connected to Singpass 
using Netrust’s SAM.

As part of the National Digital Identity (NDI) initiative to extend the use of Singpass, 
GovTech released Login, Myinfo, Myinfo Business, Verify and Sign based on the new 
OpenID Connect (OIDC) framework.

Enabling Singpass with Netrust

In support of this initiative, Netrust has built Singpass Authentication Module (SAM) 
that will handle the OpenID Connect (OIDC) operations required for the integration with 
Singpass. Netrust SAM acts as the bridge between the company’s business 
application server (Relying Party) and Singpass (OIDC Provider), immediately 
enabling business applications to be OIDC compliant for a quick and easy integration 
with Singpass.

To complement SAM and support the government initiative to promote digital signing, 
Netrust also has nSign Digital Signing Suite with a slew of solutions that enable 
businesses to digitally sign electronic documents using Sign with Singpass. This 
removes the need for in-person signing and also ensures the integrity and authenticity 
of the documents. With a flexible integration design, nSign can easily fit into existing 
business processes reducing time to market.



Benefits of Netrust Singpass Authentication Module (SAM)
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Simple-to-Integrate
With simple-to-integrate REST APIs, customers need not understand 
the complex cryptographic & authentication workflows, and focus on 
their business application development.

ABOUT NETRUST
Netrust is Asia’s first public Certificate Authority (CA) and Singapore’s only commercial IMDA-accredited CA. 
Established in 1997, it has been providing digital ID certificates widely used for secure authentication, 
secure VPN, secure email, digital signing and other applications. Private sector companies and 
Government agencies such as Building and Construction Authority, Singapore Land Authority and Land 
Transport Authority employ Netrust’s PKI solution in their environment to enhance security and 
convenience, and to safely complete their electronic transactions on the Internet.

One Product - Multiple Use 
Customers has the freedom to integrate all their business applications 
with any Singpass features to expand and secure a larger customer 
base using a single product, SAM.

End to End
Singpass integration is beyond software changes. With vast Singpass 
integration experience, Netrust walk the customers through every single 
steps of integration ensuring success.

Timely Upgrades
SAM is kept up to date in accordance to all Singpass specification 
changes, ensuring the customers to be always in compliance with 
Singpass standards.

Proven solution
Benefitting many Government agencies and private companies, SAM 
has proven to be a mature product for Singpass related integration.

Flexible Deployment
SAM can be deployed in a cloud or on-premise infrastructure, providing 
an easy fit to the existing infrastructure of the customer.


